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ABSTRACT
Moving Target Defenses (MTD) have been touted as a game
changing approach to computer security that eliminates the
static nature of current computer systems – an attacker’s
biggest advantage. While promising, the dynamism of MTD
introduces challenges related to understanding and quantifying the impact of MTD systems on security, users, and
attackers. To analyze this impact, both the concepts of
MTD systems and cyber attacks must be formalized. While
a theory of MTD systems was proposed in [18], this paper
presents a theory of cyber attacks that supports the understanding and analysis of the interaction between MTD
systems and the attacks they hope to thwart. The theory
defines key concepts that support precise discussion of attacker knowledge, attack types, and attack instances. The
paper also presents concrete examples to show how these
definitions and concepts can be used in realistic scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Security and Protection]: Unauthorized access—
Management of computing and information system
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Figure 1: MTD Theory Overview
are the resources available to attackers (e.g., software, ports,
component vulnerabilities, etc.) that can be used to compromise the system.
To date there is little research that shows how and why
MTD techniques may work effectively in real systems against
specific types of attacks. Part of this problem comes from
the fact that MTD systems pose new challenges in understanding and quantifying the effectiveness of such systems.
Part of what is needed is a comprehensive theory of MTD
that defines what an MTD system is, how it works, and how
it interacts with attacks and attackers to thwart those attacks. While a theory of MTD systems was proposed in [18],
a theory of cyber attacks that supports the understanding
and analysis of the interaction between MTD systems and
attackers is still missing. In this paper, we propose a theory
of cyber attacks that provides the concepts and definitions
required to further study the effectiveness of MTD systems.

moving target defense; computer security; network security

General Terms
Science of Security

1.

INTRODUCTION

Moving Target Defenses (MTD) have been touted as a
game changing approach to computer security that eliminates the static nature of current computer systems [10].
While promising, the dynamism of MTD introduces challenges related to understanding and quantifying the impact
of MTD systems on security, users, and attackers. MTD can
be thought simply as constantly changing a computer system to reduce or move the exploitable attack surface, which
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1.1

A Theoretical Framework Overview

Developing a science for cyber security has been acknowledged as a critical need within the research community [14].
The goal of this work is to create a robust body of knowledge
related to cyber security based on theoretical and empirical
research that can support the development of truly secure
systems. Our work in moving target defense theory will not
only define a set of common terms and essential problems,
but it will also provide a systematic framework for analyzing
the potential effectiveness of MTD solutions.
Our approach to developing a complete MTD theory is
shown in Figure 1. The first step was to develop a theory
of MTD Systems [18] that focuses on the system itself and
how it adapts over time to achieve its security goals. The
second step, and the subject of this paper, was to develop
a theory of Cyber Attacks, which describes how an attacker
uses specific types of attacks to achieve its ultimate goals.
The final step will be to compose the two into an overall
MTD Theory to define how elements of the MTD Systems
and Cyber Attack theories interact. This is especially important in being able to understand the true effect of an
MTD system as its effectiveness only makes sense in light of
actions from an attacker for a specific type of attack.

1.2

MTD System Theory Background

MTD Systems Theory [18] defines MTD systems based
on the concept of a configurable system , which is defined in
terms of configuration parameters. Configuration parameters are used to capture the notion of the configuration units
that a configurable system can control and is formalized as
a hname, valuei pair. Each configurable system thus has a
configuration state, which is the aggregation of the current
values of all the configuration parameters associated with
the MTD system. An MTD system can also take actions,
called adaptations, that allow it to modify the values of its
configuration parameters and thus its configuration state.
MTD system theory builds on years of adaptive systems
research and captures the goals (both operational and security) and policies of the system as essential elements. Goals
and policies ensure that the system can achieve its intended
purpose within stated constraints, and are used to determine valid configurations of an MTD system. Specifically,
adaptations are defined as a sequence of actions that change
the system from one starting configuration state to another
valid configuration state.
Using our basic MTD system definitions, we defined various key concepts often used in cyber security circles. First,
we defined the configuration space as the set of valid states
in which an MTD system can exist. We also formally defined the concepts of diversification and randomization and
showed how diversification increases the system configuration space while randomization techniques adapt the system
configuration to increase the effectiveness of those systems.
We also formally defined three key research problems related to MTD systems. The MTD Problem was defined as
how to select the next configuration state of the MTD system. Next, the Adaptation Selection Problem was defined
as how to select the adaptations to perform in order to get
to the next configuration state, while the Timing Problem
was defined as when to carry out the adaptations to actually change the state of the system. However, to solve these
problems, theories focused solely on an MTD system and its
properties are insufficient. For example, the best choice for
the next configuration state depends on a candidate state’s
impact on the attacker. In other words, does it invalidate an
attacker’s knowledge? Does it require the attacker to invest
additional effort or resources? Does it thwart specific types
of attacks that might compromise the system? Answering
these questions requires a way to formally talk about the
attacker as well as the target system.

concept called an information parameter, where the system’s
configuration parameters is a subset of the system’s information parameters.
Thus, a target device is described by a set of information parameters and an attacker expends effort to gain or
modify a target device’s information parameters. Figure 2
highlights this relationship. In addition, an attacker generally has a lot of information that is not necessarily related to
the target, which consists of knowledge about other target
systems, specialized skills, or general purpose knowledge.
Attacker’s
knowledge

Target device and its
information parameters

Attacker’s
knowledge of target

Configuration parameter
Information parameter

Figure 2: Attacker and Target System Overview
In Cyber Attack Theory, we formally define attacks and
attacker’s knowledge in terms of information parameters.
By reasoning over the relationship between an MTD system’s configuration parameters and an attack’s information
parameters, we can formally describe and analyze interactions between attackers and MTD systems.
Next, we introduce a scenario to help motivate and explain
Cyber Attack Theory.

2.1

Motivating Scenario

We start with a simple military mission planning system,
which is shown in Figure 3. Authorized users can remotely
access the mission planner to construct military type missions. The Planner (a web server with a user interface) allows users to carry out authorized actions, such as adding
new strategies, establishing plans/tactics or allocating resources. To support these actions, the Planner accesses three
associated databases – the AssetDB, GeoDB and TargetDB.

TargetDB
Attacker

Planner

GeoDB
AssetDB

2.

CYBER ATTACK THEORY

Cyber attack success relies on information possessed by
an attacker when the attack is launched and is often measured by the information gained or modified as a result of
the attack. Thus, information must be an essential element
of any theory of cyber attacks. MTD Systems Theory included the notion of a configuration parameter that captures
information about the configuration of a computer system,
or more generally a target device. This configuration information is clearly part of the information of interest in an
attack. However, the information of interest to an attacker
goes beyond simple configuration information. For example,
a target system’s execution status and data are not configuration information, but are critical to many types of attacks.
To capture all information of interest, we introduce a new

Figure 3: Motivating Attack Scenario
In this scenario, attackers try to exploit a vulnerability
in the Planner. The vulnerability details are unimportant,
but we assume that if the vulnerability exists, the attacker
can exploit it. A second scenario, featuring a more concrete
code reuse attack and an address space layout randomization
(ASLR) MTD, is provided in Section 3.

2.2

Targets

We start our presentation of Cyber Attack Theory by
defining the concept of a target, which is based on the concept of information parameters introduced above. We formally define a target and a target system from the attacker’s

perspective and then build on them by defining concepts associated with attackers and cyber attacks.
When we talk about a target, we view it as a device or
system of devices that can be described by all kinds of information, such as configuration parameters, execution state
and various other information types. Thus, we start by formally defining an information parameter.

2.2.1

Information Parameter

We define an information parameter as a name value pair
with an associated type, which defines the domain of possible
values an information parameter can assume.
Definition 2.1. An information parameter, ψ = hn, vi,
is a unit of information that can take on a value based on
its type, where n is the name and v is a value.
Definition 2.2. An information parameter type, Ψ, represents the domain of possible values that an information
parameter value can assume. We denote the domain of information parameter ψj as Ψj . An assignment of some value
z in Ψ to ψ is denoted as ψ.v ← z.
An information parameter is basically a variable to which
we can assign values from its domain. This is essentially
the same definition as that of a configuration parameter.
The difference is that a configuration parameter captures
information only about the configuration of a device, types
of software on that device, specific software settings, etc.
Note also that a device’s the configuration parameters are a
subset of its information parameters.
In order to aggregate all the information parameters of a
device or system, we define the notion of a composite information parameter.
Definition 2.3. A composite information parameter, ψ,
is an information parameter that is composed of a set of sub
information parameters, ψ = hn, {ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn }i, where n
is the name, and ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn are sub information parameters. The domain of a composite information parameter,
ψ, is derived from the sub information parameter domains,
Ψ = Ψ1 × Ψ2 × . . . × Ψn .
For example, the Planner in Figure 3 has a set of information parameters that might include ψ1 = hpageviews, 15/di,
ψ2 = hvisitors, 250i, ψ3 = hmemory, 8GBi, ψ4 = hcpu,
intel i5i, ψ5 = heax, 0x65442224i, ψ6 = hos, U buntu 14.04i,
and ψ7 = hip, 222.20.22.22i. Here, ψ1 and ψ2 are information parameters but not configuration parameters because
they are statistically determined by visitors. ψ5 is an information parameter but not a configuration parameter because the content of EAX reflects the execution status of
a program. The remaining information parameters are also
configuration parameters.

2.2.2

Target

Targets are generally thought of as devices on a computer
network that an attacker may compromise, modify or gain
information from. However, we also include humans as potential targets because users such as administrators, developers, and clients are also prime targets of attackers.
Definition 2.4. A target, d, is any device an attacker
may try to obtain information from, break into, alter or destroy. In cyber space, the targets are computer network devices and communication channels, such as machines (either
physical or virtual), humans, routers, switches, cellphones,
cables, optical fiber, etc.

In our example system, the Planner, AssetDB, GeoDB,
TargetDB and all users of the mission planning system are
potential targets for an attacker. To link the information
parameters to the target they represent, we define the predicate describes.
Definition 2.5. If an information parameter, ψ, represents some aspects of the configuration, data or execution
state of a device, d, we say ψ describes d, which we denote
as the predicate describes(ψ, d).
In the mission planning example ψ1 through ψ7 can all be
used to describe the Planner. If we have a composite information parameter that captures all the relevant information
that describes a specific device, we say that composite information parameter is complete as defined below.
Definition 2.6. Each device d has a unique complete information parameter ψd whose value captures all the information that describes d and only information that describes
d. Formally, this is stated as
∀d, ∃ψd , describes(ψd , d) ∧ (∀ψ, ψ ∈ ψd ⇒
describes(ψ, d)) ∧ (¬∃ψ, ψ ∈
/ ψd ∧ describes(ψ, d))
It should be noted that complete information parameters
refer to the information parameters defined for that device.
Obviously, the set of information parameters for a device
could be very large, of which only a subset are of practical
use as we will see later.
Using the notion of a complete information parameter, we
define the state of a particular target device or system as the
current values associated with each information parameter
in the device’s complete information parameter.
Definition 2.7. The state, sd , of target d, is current
value of the complete information parameter of d, ψd . We
can also refer to the state of d at time t.
Obviously, the state of a target captures the value of ψd
at a given point in time. This fact will become important
when we discuss the effect of attacks in Section 2.4.

2.2.3

Target System

Now that we have defined a target, a target system simply
becomes the composition of a set of targets. This essentially
allows us to capture the large, complex computer systems
that are the target of many attackers today.
Definition 2.8. A target system, D, consists of a set of
targets, D = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dk }.
Definition 2.9. Each target system, D, has a system information parameter, ψD , which is the set of each target
device’s complete information parameter, which is defined
as ψD = {ψdi |di ∈ D} and assumes each target’s complete
information parameter name is unique.
Combining the Definitions 2.9 and 2.5 allows us to define
describes for a target system as describes(ψD , D) ⇔ ∀ d ∈
D, describes(ψd , d).
The mission planning system (MP) can be viewed as the
target D = {dP lanner , dAssetDB , dT argetDB , dGeoDB } with a
system information parameter ψM P where describes(ψM P ,
M P ) is true. In addition, since each target device has a
complete information parameter ψdi , each device also has
a complete information parameter such as ψP lanner where
describes(ψP lanner , P lanner). Like the information parameter, the state of the target system is simply a combination
of each target device’s state.

Definition 2.10. The target system state SD of target
system D is the current value of the system information parameter ψD . We also refer to the state of D at time t.
At this point, we have defined key concepts related to
targets and target systems, which in some ways overlaps
the definitions in MTD Systems Theory. (MTD systems
are also target systems, etc.) However, it is important to
note that targets are defined from the attacker’s perspective,
which captures the fact that the attacker may not know the
policies and constraints associated with the system. These
details are often the objective of preliminary attacks on the
system. As we define attackers and attacks, we show how
this information can be gained via attacks.

2.3

Attackers

To begin to understand attacks, including how and why
they are launched, we must start with the attacker. While
an attacker is usually interpreted as an individual person,
we extend that notion slightly.
Definition 2.11. An attacker, x, represents a single intruder or team of intruders, where an intruder can be either
a human or an automated program.
Thus, an attacker is not limited to an individual person.
Attackers may be groups of people where each is responsible
for a part of a coordinated attack. Attacker may also be
software programs that automate the intrusion process.
As discussed above, for an intrusion to be successful, an
attacker must make an effort to investigate the target, which
leads to the attacker possessing additional or updated knowledge about the target. We also represent this knowledge as
information parameters.
Definition 2.12. A knowledge unit is an information
parameter possessed by an attacker. We say attacker x possesses knowledge ψ x , which includes all the attacker’s knowledge units x. If ψ1 , ψ2 . . . ψn are the knowledge units x possesses, then ψ x = {ψ1 , ψ2 . . . ψn }. Note: attacker’s knowledge may not be true; it only represents what the attacker
believes to be true.
Here, we see ψ x represents all the knowledge an attacker
can use to attack a target. If the attacker’s knowledge is not
sufficient to attack a specific target to achieve the attacker’s
objective, the attacker will be forced to perform preliminary
attacks to gain that knowledge. To specifically talk about
an attacker’s knowledge about a given target, d, or target
x
system, D, we define ψdx and ψD
.
Definition 2.13. Attacker x has knowledge, ψdx , about
n
target d, where ψdx = {ψ | ψ ∈ ψ x ∧ ψ ∈
ψd }. Similarly,
attacker x’s knowledge about target system D is represented
x
as ψD
, where
x
ψD
= {ψ | ψ ∈ ψ x ∧ ψ

n
∈

ψD } =

S
d∈D

ψdx .

n
The operator ∈
is used to capture the fact that an atx
tacker’s knowledge ψdx and ψD
includes the information parameters that have the same name as those in the target’s
complete information parameter, although their values asn
sociated may be different. Formally, we recursively define ∈
as

ψ

n
∈

an attack, etc. This reasoning will be the key to understanding the affect of MTD adaptation on an attacker’s attempt to
penetrate or compromise specific targets since MTD adaptation works by invalidating attackers’ knowledge of their
targets. To know when an attacker’s knowledge of a target
is valid, we define the predicate holds.
Definition 2.14. If during a time period, [t1 , t2 ], a logical statement, l, defined over ψ x and ψD is true, we say
holds(l, [t1 , t2 ]). If t1 = t2 = t, it simplifies as holds(l, t).
For example, an attacker might have the following knowledge about the Planner: hmemory, 8GBi, hcpu, intel i5i,
hos, W indows 8.1i, and hip, 222.20.22.22i. However, as defined in Section 2.2.1, the true value of the operating system
for the Planner is hos, U buntu 14.04i and thus the attacker’s
knowledge does not hold. Obviously, any attacks against the
Planner that assumes a Windows OS will fail.

2.4

Attacks

Now that we have defined the concepts of attackers and
targets, we turn to defining the attacks themselves. Attacks
are a key aspect of our theory as they define the effect of
an attacker’s interaction with the target system. We define attacks in terms of their affect on system information
parameters or attacker knowledge. To help us capture the
modification of information, we start by defining an assignment of values between two information parameters.
Definition 2.15. An assignment o is a tuple of information parameters hψ1 , ψ2 i, that when executed, copies the
value of ψ2 into ψ1 , which is denoted as ψ1 .v ← ψ2 .v. Formally, we define the execute operation as execute(o) ⇔
o.ψ1 .v ← o.ψ2 .v.
Essentially, the execution of an assignment affects only the
value associated with the first information parameter. The
information parameters themselves do not need to have the
same name, even though it is often used to denote the copying of information from a target to an attacker’s knowledge
or vice versa. From the atttacker’s perspective, when an
assignment o = hψ1 , ψ2 i, where ψ2 is a target system information parameter and ψ1 belongs to attacker’s knowledge,
it is called a gain assignment. In contrast, when ψ2 belongs
to an attacker’s knowledge and ψ1 is a target system information parameter, it is called a modify assignment, which
implies that the attacker has successfully modified the target
system, and the attacker’s knowledge of the target system
is updated accordingly.
For example, a successful intrusion that obtains the IP
address of the Planner can be captured by an assignment
hψPx lanner .ip, ψP lanner .ipi, which sets the Planner’s IP address to the address the attacker’s has in its IP address information parameter for the Planner. 1 We can also define an
intrusion that modifies the system time of the Planner via
two assignments hψP lanner .time, ψtx i, and hψPx lanner .time,
ψ x .ti, where the first assignment sets the Planner’s system
time to ψ x .t (some time the attacker wants to set the system
time to) while the second assignment updates the attacker’s
own knowledge of the Planner’s system time.

n

ψ 0 ⇔ ∃ ψi ∈ ψ 0 .v s.t. (ψ.n = ψi .n ∨ ψ ∈ ψi ).

Capturing attacker knowledge supports reasoning about
what an attacker knows, what information is gained during

1
Here we use the ‘.’ notation to refer to the ip information
parameter in the attackers knowledge about the Planner.

Table 1: Attack Type Specification
Type
φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4
φ5
φ6

2.4.1

Ωpre
ψd1 .ip 6= ψdx1 .ip
ψdx1 .ip = ψd1 .ip ∧ ψdx1 .port 6= ψd1 .port
ψdx1 .ip = ψd1 .ip ∧ ψdx1 .port = ψd1 .port ∧ ψdx1 .os 6= ψd1 .os
ψdx1 .ip = ψd1 .ip ∧ ψdx1 .port = ψd1 .port ∧ ψdx1 .os = ψd1 .os ∧ ψdx1 .vul 6= ψd1 .vul
ψdx1 .ip = ψd1 .ip ∧ ψdx1 .port = ψd1 .port ∧ ψdx1 .os = ψd1 .os ∧ ψdx1 .vul = ψd1 .vul
ψdx1 .ip = ψd1 .ip ∧ ψdx1 .port = ψd1 .port ∧ ψdx1 .exa = ψd1 .exa ∧ ψdx1 .root 6= ψd1 .root

Attack Types

Next, we use assignments to define the post-conditions
of attacks, which are defined over ψD and ψ x . We start
by defining an attack type, which is a template for actual
attack instances, which we define later.
Definition 2.16. An attack type, φ, is a tuple hΩpre ,
Ωpost i where Ωpre is a logical statement defined over the target system’s information parameter ψD and the attacker’s
knowledge ψ x , and Ωpost is a set of assignments over ψD
and ψ x .
To simplify our discussion, we assume that the logical
statements are valid and that the names of the information
parameters in ψ x and ψD are unique.
In the mission planning system example, assume attacker
x has the goal to exploit the Planner to obtain root privileges. To achieve this objective, x considers a sequence of
attack types, φ = {φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φ6 }, where the effects of the
attacks are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

φ1 - gain the IP address of the Planner
φ2 - gain the port number of a specific app
φ3 - gain the operating system type
φ4 - obtain an exploitable vulnerability of the app
φ5 - deploy an exploit agent on the Planner
φ6 - connect to the agent (e.g., via reverse shell) and
gain the root privilege

Table 1 shows the specification of these attack types. Each
attack type’s precondition is a logic statement that explicitly
reflects the relationship between an attacker’s knowledge of
the target and the target’s true information. Also, notice
that each attack type’s precondition depends on the previous attack type’s post-condition. For example, φ3 requires
that the attacker’s knowledge about the target’s IP address
and the port number is correct. This means the attacker
must have a way to gain prior knowledge before the actual
attack, which is done via the post-conditions of φ1 and φ2 .
Also note that the post-condition of φ5 can be viewed as a
modify assignment while φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , φ4 and φ6 are all gain
assignments.
This approach not only allows us to explicitly define an
attack type based on the relationship between an attacker’s
knowledge and target system, but it also provides insight
into the key information parameters associated with specific
attacks and targets. This relationship will be instrumental
when we tie Attack Theory to existing MTD System Theory
in order to analyze which configuration parameters can be
modified to thwart different types of attacks and to formally
define the attack surface for specific types of attacks.
We also note that a precondition’s logical statement only
captures necessary information-based conditions for an attack to succeed. It does not include all the sufficient conditions. We discuss this in more details in Section 2.4.2.

Ωpost
hψdx1 .ip, ψd1 .ipi
hψdx1 .port, ψd1 .porti
hψdx1 .os, ψd1 .osi
hψdx1 .vul, ψd1 .vuli
hψd1 .exa, ψ x .exai, hψdx1 .exa, ψ x .exai
hψdx1 .root, ψd1 .rooti

While the attack specifications in Table 1 provide a precise
description of individual attacks, attackers generally combine a sequence of low-level attacks to achieve some higherlevel objective. To capture this reality, we need to provide
the ability to analyze the composition of a set of low-level
attack types. However, before defining attack type composition, we define three helper functions: transform, union
replace, and substitution.
Definition 2.17. We define two transform functions, ξx
and ξd , that compute a set of information parameters from
the assignments in Ωpost . ξx () extracts information parameters belonging to ψ x while ξd () extracts information parameters that describe target d as defined below.
ξx (φ.Ωpost ) = {hn, vi|hψ1 , ψ2 i ∈ φ.Ωpost ∧ ψ1 ∈ ψ x ∧
n = ψ1 .n ∧ v = ψ2 .v}
ξd (φ.Ωpost ) = {hn, vi|hψ1 , ψ2 i ∈ φ.Ωpost ∧ ψ1 ∈ ψD ∧
n = ψ1 .n ∧ v = ψ2 .v}
The purpose of the transform function is to extract information parameters contained in Ωpost . For example, if we
take Ωpost from φ1 , ξx (φ1 .Ωpost ) = {hip, ψd1 .ip.vi}, and
ξd (φ1 .Ωpost ) = ∅. Similarly, for φ5 , ξx (φ5 .Ωpost ) = {hExa,
ψ x .Exa.vi}, and ξd (φ5 .Ωpost ) = {hExa, ψ x .Exa.vi}. To define the union replace function, we first define an operator
to determine that an information parameter name does not
exist in a set of information parameters or assignments. If
ψ̂ is a set of information parameters, then we recursively
n
define the operator ∈/ as
ψ

n
∈
/

n

ψ̂ ⇔ @ ψi ∈ ψ̂, s.t. (ψ.n = ψi .n ∨ ψ ∈ ψi .v).

And when ô is a set of assignments,
o

n
∈
/

n
∈
/

becomes
n

ô ⇔ @ oi ∈ ô, s.t. (oi .ψ1 .n = o.ψ1 .n ∨ o.ψ1 ∈ oi .ψ1 .v).
n

Using the ∈/ operator, we now define the union replace
function, which updates one set of information parameters
based on a second set of information parameters. Essentially, the union replace function replaces the information
parameter values in the first set with those of the second set
if the names match. Additionally, if information parameters
exist in the second set but not the first, these new information parameters from the second set are added to the first
set. We also overloaded the union replace operator to work
on two sets of assignments as well.
Definition 2.18. To update one set of information parameters ψˆ1 based on a second set ψˆ2 , we define a union ren
place function, ψˆ1 ] ψˆ2 = {ψ|(ψ ∈ ψˆ1 ∧ ψ ∈/ ψˆ2 ) ∨ ψ ∈ ψˆ2 }.
Likewise, union replace over assignments is defined as ô1 ]ô2
n
= {o|(o ∈ ô1 ∧ o ∈/ ô2 ) ∨ o ∈ ô2 }
Next, we define a substitution function σ that substitutes
the values from a set of information parameters into a logical statement. We use σ to substitute the information parameters values from an attacker’s knowledge into the corresponding information parameter in the precondition of a
given attack type, φ.

Definition 2.19. Given a logical statement l and a set of
information parameters ψ̂ we define the substitution function σ(l, ψ̂) as a mapping from names in l to values of information parameters in ψ̂ such that the name in l matches
the name of the information parameter in ψ̂.
In general, we use the σ function to substitute the values
of information parameters in the attacker’s knowledge to
variable names in Ωpre . This mapping allows us to evaluate
the precondition Ωpre .
Using these helper functions, we now formally define a
composite attack type. Intuitively, a composite attack type
is a sequence of sub attack types. The preconditions of the
composite attack type is the conjunction of all the preconditions from the sub attack types that are not satisfied by previous sub attacks. Likewise, the post-condition is the union
of the sub attack post- conditions where an assignment to
an information parameter later in the sequence takes precedence over assignments to the same information parameter
earlier in the sequence.
Definition 2.20. A composite attack type, φ, is a sequence of attack types, φ = [φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ], where each sub
attack type’s pre and post-conditions (φi .Ωpre and φi .Ωpost )
are defined over a target system’s complete information parameter ψD(i) and the attacker’s knowledge ψ x(i) . The composite attack type’s pre and post-conditions are defined as
φ.Ωpre =
φ.Ωpost =

∧

σ(φi .Ωpre , ψ x(i−1) )

]

φi .Ωpost

1≤i≤n
1≤i≤n

x(0)

where : ψD(0) = {}, ψ
= {}
ψ x(i) = ψ x(i−1) ] ξx (φi .Ωpost )
ψD(i) = ψD(i−1) ] ξx (φi .Ωpost )
Note, we use a sequence above to reflect the relationship
that the subsequent attack types depend on previous attack
types. While not specifically defined, there is nothing in our
theory to limit the analysis of parallel attacks. For completeness, we define an atomic attack type as an attack type
that cannot be further decomposed into sub attack types.
To demonstrate how pre and post-conditions for composite
attack types are computed, we show how are φ1 and φ2 are
composed into attack type φ in Figure 4.
Generally speaking, an attack type acts as a template for
an actual attack. This relationship is similar to that of an
object-oriented class and an object or instance of that class.
One attack type can be implemented by many different attacks. For example, attack type φ1 attempts to gain the IP
address of the Planner. To implement φ1 , an attacker might
use automated IP scanning tools, guess the IP address, or
obtain it through social engineering. Although these are
different attacks, they all implement a same attack type.

2.4.2

Attack Instances

Definition 2.21. An attack is a process performed by attacker x against target d implementing attack type
H t φ during
time period [ts , tf ]. We denote this attack as tsf (x, d, φ).
Each attack, has a success likelihood against static systems
of Pstatic and a duration of Ta = tf − ts .
As indicated in [3, 18], quantifying the effectiveness of
MTD systems is still an open issue, however, the development of an attack theory will greatly benefit our understanding of the interaction between the attacker and MTD system. This will include an understanding of the cost factors

Initialization:
ψ x (0){}, ψD(0) = {}, Ωpre = {}, Ωpost = {}
compose φ1 :
ψ x (1) = ψ x (0) ] ξx (φ1 .Ωpost )
= {} ] {hip, ψd1 .ipi}
= {hip, ψd1 .ipi}
ψD (1) = ψD (0) ] ξD (φ1 .Ωpost )
= {} ] {}
= {}
Ωpre = σ(φ1 .Ωpre , ψ x (0))
= σ(φ1 .Ωpre , {})
= ψd1 .ip 6= ψdx1 .ip
Ωpost = {} ] φ1 .Ωpost
= {hψdx1 .ip, ψd1 .ipi}
compose φ2 :
ψ x (2) = ψ x (1) ] ξx (φ2 .Ωpost )
= {hip, ψd1 .ipi} ] {hport, ψd1 .porti})
= {hip, ψd1 .ipi, hport, ψd1 .porti}
ψD (2) = ψD (1) ] ξD (φ2 .Ωpost )
= {} ] {}
= {}
Ωpre = σ(φ2 .Ωpre , ψ x (1)) ∧ Ωpre
= σ((ψdx1 .ip = ψd1 .ip ∧ ψdx1 .port 6= ψd1 .port),
{hip, ψd1 .ipi}) ∧ Ωpre
= ψdx1 .port 6= ψd1 .port ∧ ψd1 .ip 6= ψdx1 .ip
Ωpost = Ωpost ] φ2 .Ωpost
= {hψdx1 .ip, ψd1 .ipi, hψdx1 .port, ψd1 .porti}

Figure 4: Composition of attack types φ1 and φ2 into
attack type φ.
related to the attacker and MTD actions, which we believe
are closely tied to the duration of the attacks and the impact on the attacker’s intrusion success likelihood. Other
cost factors, such as attacker effort, are directly related to
the time and intrusion success likelihood.
However, explicitly including Ta and Pstatic in the definition of the attack does not necessarily mean that we will
assign specific values to them. Coming up with real numbers
for these factors is hard [1], although there has been work
trying to estimate the mean time-to-compromise [8] and
to measure Pstatic [4]. Quantifying Ta and Pstatic is out of
the scope of our work. However, we do believe that Ta and
Pstatic can be impacted by MTD designers by manipulating
MTD system parameters such as the diversification of the
configuration space and the adaptation interval. One of our
future goals is the development of an analytical model that
can inform designers as to how particular parameter settings
will impact the effectiveness given attack parameters such as
Ta and Pstatic . Conversely, MTD designers will also be able
to judge how effective a given MTD system will be based on
various values of Ta and Pstatic .
Definition 2.22. An atomic attack is an attack that implements an atomic attack type and Hcannot be decomposed
t
into sub attacks. An atomic attack tsf (x, d, φ) is successful with probability Pstatic if and only Hif its precondition
t
Ωpre is true from ts to tf . If successful tsf (x, d, φ) ensures
execute(Ωpost ) is true precisely at tf .
If Pstatic is true, that indicates that all the sufficient conditions for the attack to be successful in a static system,
with the exception of those specified in Ωpre are true. However, Ωpre captures those necessary conditions that can be
impacted by the MTD system. As long as Ωpre remains true

from ts to tf and Pstatic is true, the attack will be successful
and the attack’s post-conditions will be executed at tf .
Like attack types, attacks themselves are generally composed of a sequence of smaller attacks to achieve a larger
purpose. We now formally define a composite attack.
Definition 2.23. An composite attack is an attack that
implements a composite attack type. Given composite attack type φ that is composed of a sequence
of attack types
Ht
[φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ], a composite attack tsf (x, d, φ) that implements Hφ is composed of a sequence of attacks where each
t
attack t i (x, d, φi ) implements φi and t0 = ts ∧ tn = tf .
i−1
Formally, this is captured as:
I tf
(x, d, φ) =
I tf
I t2
ts I t1
(x, d, φn )]
(x, d, φ2 ), . . . ,
(x, d, φ1 ),
[
ts

t1

tn−1

Thus, a composite attack is simply implemented by a sequence of attacks where each attack implements a corresponding sub attack
H t type. Using the attacks defined in Table 1, an attack tsf (x, d1 , φ) that implements the composite
attack type
H t φ = [φ1 , φ2 ] requires the composition
H t of two sub
attacks ts1 (x, d1 , φ1 ) that implements φ1 and t1f (x, d1 , φ2 )
that implements φ2 .

2.5

Exploration Space

So far, we have introduced two properties of attacks, beside the attack type definition itself, that are critical to analyzing attacks, the attack interval Ta and the static likelihood of success Pstatic . Next, we introduce a third concept
that is important to the analysis of attacks and their interactions with MTD systems called the exploration space.
Essentially, the exploration space captures the set of possible
values an attacker must search in order to find the correct
value of a specific information parameter or parameters in
order to carry out specific attacks.
Figure 5 shows an overview of the relationships between
an information parameter, ψ’s, exploration space, its configuration space (as discussed in Section 1.2), and the attacker’s effort to ascertain ψ’s actual value. 2 The effort
spent on gaining knowledge through preliminary attacks can
be viewed as actions that reduce the attacker’s uncertainty
about ψ’s value from the exploration space down to a single
value. For a static system, this uncertainty can be safely
assumed to monotonically decreasing with each additional
attack. However, with MTD systems, this assumption is
invalid. Instead, MTD systems make the attacker’s uncertainty non-monotonic.
An exhaustive search of the entire exploration space Ψ
to identify the correct value of ψ is not the preferred approach. However, there are times when an exhaustive approach are applicable. For example, in the mission planning
example, an attack implementing φ1 may scan all possible
IP addresses in an IPv4 subnet to obtain the correct IP
address of the Planner. However, attackers can also use a
priori knowledge to reduce the search space as well. For
example, while knowing that port numbers must be in the
range of 0-65535 is of some use in searching ψP lanner for
2
If the information parameter in question is a target’s complete information parameter or any other set of information parameters the values are simply tuples of values corresponding to the information parameters in the set.

the website port number, knowledge that public facing websites usually use port number 80 may immediately reveal the
correct value of ψP lanner .port. An attacker can use social
engineering to gain required knowledge. For example, an administrator might be fooled into leaking important system
information such as IP addresses, operating systems, passwords, etc. No matter which approach is leveraged by attackers, gaining knowledge definitely requires effort on their
part to reduce the size of the exploration space.

Attacker Effort

Exploration space

Configuration space

Figure 5: Exploration Space Overview (dots are possible values of the information parameter)
If an information parameter ψ is a configuration parameter of the MTD system as well, the exploration space of ψ
may actually be larger than configuration space of ψ. Although a configuration parameter’s valid values are typically
limited based on system constraints and policies, attackers
usually have no way of knowing what these constraints are.
For example, constraints internal to the system may require
ψAssetDB .port to be either 43, 53, or 63. However, since
attackers would not typically know this information, they
would likely be forced to scan the entire range from 0 to
65535. Thus, in general, the exploration space of information parameter ψ equals its domain ψ.
Definition 2.24. Given information parameter ψ with
domain Ψ, the exploration space of ψ is
ESpaψ = Ψ
and the size of the exploration space is |Ψ|.
Generally speaking, the exploration space is the maximum
set of potential values attackers need to investigate in order
to obtain the correct value. This concept itself is objective
and comes with no specific assumptions about an attacker’s
capability, skill level, or knowledge about the related target
system.
Similarly, the exploration space of a target system, D, is
simply the domain of ΨD , which is the cross product of all
ψD ’s sub information parameter domains.
Definition 2.25. Given a target system D, with its complete information parameter ψD with domain of ΨD , the exploration space of D is defined as:
ESpaD = ΨD
Similarly, the size of this exploration space is |ΨD |.
Although theoretically, this definition gives us an intuition
about the exploration space of a target system, it provides
little insight to help us understand the exploration space for
each individual attack. To do that, we need to define the exploration space of both atomic and composed attack types.
To facilitate these definitions, we first define a function to
extract the information parameters in an attack type whose
value must be gained by an attacker.

Definition 2.26. Given atomic attack type φ = hΩP re ,
ΩP ost i, the function δ extracts all information parameters
from ΩP ost whose value the attacker must gain. Formally,
this is defined as
δ(ΩP ost ) =
{ψ|∀o ∈ ΩP ost , o.ψ1 ∈ ψ x ∧ o.ψ2 ∈ ψD ∧ ψ ← o.ψ1 }
Based on this function, we define the exploration space of
an attack type.
Definition 2.27. The exploration space of attack type
φ = hΩP re , ΩP ost i is the cross product of the domain of
each information parameter ψ ∈ δ(φ.ΩP ost ).
Y
ESpaφ =
Ψ
ψ∈δ(φ.ΩP ost )

The size of this exploration space is

Q

ψ∈δ(φ.ΩP ost )

|Ψ|.

This definition requires that for an atomic attack type φ,
if there are multiple information parameters in δ(φ.ΩP ost ),
attacks implementing φ must attempt to gain the value of
each of those information parameter simultaneously. Thus,
the exploration space is the cross product of its information
parameter domains. However, atomic attack types tend to
be very simple and usually only attempt to gain the value
of a single information parameter.
Because a composite attack is made of a set of sub attacks,
one might think that the exploration space of the composite
attack would not be as large as the cross product of all the
information parameters for which it attempts to gain a value.
However, this is untrue. Although the exploration space
shrinks as sub attacks are successfully completed, as shown
in Figure 5 as attacker effort, the overall exploration space
remains the same.
Actually, the concept of sub attacks clearly demonstrates
the argument that an attacker’s effort is actually linear [1]
instead of exponential as would be suggested by the cross
product operation. Instead of finding all information parameter values simultaneously, a composite attack breaks that
down into a series of steps, whose effort is generally small.
Thus, if no changes occur to the system configuration, each
atomic attack type can be viewed as an attempt to break
into a single layer of defense. And, because the effort required to break into each layer is relatively low, once a layer
is penetrated, the next layer is exposed and the attacker has
almost unlimited time to attack it. Bellovin [1] claims that
what is really needed for system security is an approach that
makes the effort expended by the attacker exponential as opposed to linear. Clearly, by constantly adapting the values
of the appropriate information parameters, MTD systems
could eliminate that brittleness. Attackers can no longer assume that they can ascertain the value of each information
parameter one at a time, but will effectively need to learn,
and potentially relearn them all in a very short time frame,
which pushes the attackers effort towards the exponential.

3.

ASLR ATTACK EXAMPLE

This section describes an attack that defeats the PaX Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [16]. Specifically, we use the return-to-libc attack presented in [13] to
demonstrate how cyber attack theory can be used to analyze a concrete attack. ASLR is a security technique that

guards against code reuse attacks, which work by overwriting memory locations to point to potentially malicious code.
By randomizing memory locations, ASLR makes it difficult
to correctly guess the memory locations of specific processes.
More specifically, a process’s address space contains three
areas: the executable area, the mapped area and the stack
area. Instead of fixing each area’s base address, ASLR randomizes it by adding an extra variable to the base address
when the process is created. For the Intel x86 architecture,
PaX ASLR randomizes 16 or 24 bits for these areas. For
instance, the mapped data area variable delta mmap has 16
bits randomness, which means the attacker only needs to
iterate from 0 to 65535 to determine its value.
We briefly review a concrete implementation of returnto-libc attack [13] before demonstrating the application of
cyber attack theory to this example. The return-to-libc attack takes advantage of two aspects of PaX ASLR. First,
PaX ASLR randomizes only the base addresses of the three
memory areas but not the layout within each area. Second,
the layout is fixed throughout a process and all its children’s
lifetime. The implementation of the return-to-libc attack
first creates a memory hole in the Oracle 9 PL/SQL Apache
module by creating an overflow buffer in the ap getline()
function in http protocol.c. To conduct the attack, the base
of the mapped area mmap base and the offset of the usleep()
function usleep offset in libc are precomputed. (libc is the
standard C-language library that is loaded into all Unix programs.). Then the value of delta mmap is found by repeatedly overflowing the stack buffer with guesses for the absolute address of the usleep() function. An unsuccessful guess
causes the child process to crash and be replaced by a new
process with the same randomization offsets. A successful
guess calls the usleep() function and hangs the connection for
16 seconds, which helps determine the value of delta mmap.
Once the value of delta mmap is gained, the absolute locations of all functions in libc can be calculated. The final
step is to smash the stack to point to another libc function,
system(), which executes user supplied commands through
command shell. Shell commands are sent to system() as an
argument.

3.1

Applying Cyber Attack Theory

This section demonstrates how the ASLR attack can be
formally described by our cyber attack theory.
Target System. For our purposes we assume the mission
planning system is the target system D, with its complete
information parameter ψM issionP lanning , and the Planner
dP lanner (or dP for short) is the specific target of interest, which has its complete information parameter ψP lanner .
The information parameters of interests involved in this example are ψdP .ip , ψdP .apache port , ψdP .os , ψdP .mmap base ,
ψdP .usleep offset , ψdP .system offset , and ψdP .delta mmap .
Attacker. To carry out this attack successfully, the attacker x must have correct knowledge of the Planner, ψdxP ,
including the Planner’s IP address, Apache web server port
number, operating system, the usleep() and system() function offsets, and the values for mmap base and delta mmap.
Formally, these are captured via attacker knowledge in the
form of information parameters such as ψdxP .ip. In addition,
the attacker should have general knowledge in ψ x that captures special skills such as how to use mmap() under linux
to obtain mapped area base locations, how to use objdump
to gain the offsets of usleep() and system() functions, and

how iterate over all potential delta mmap values and judge
which one is correct, etc.
Attack Type. To simplify our discussions, we assume
the attacker has knowledge about the Planner’s IP address,
Apache port number and operating system via preliminary
attacks. Formally stated using the IP address as an example,
in a static system holds(ψdxP .ip = ψdP .ip , [ts , tf ]) is assumed
to be true. Thus, the return-to-libc attack is a concrete
implementation of attack type φ4 in the mission planning
scenario. Actually, φ4 can be decomposed into three sub
attack types as shown in Table 2. Note that, in φ4 ’s sub
attack type preconditions, ψdxP .ip = ψdP .ip ∧ ψdxP .apache port
= ψdP .apache port ∧ ψdxP .os = ψdP .os has been removed due
to our assumption of attacker foreknowledge. The return-tolibc attack can also be viewed as a concrete implementation
of φ5 , but we ommit that discussion due to space limitations.
Attack Instance. As discussed above, the return-tolibc attack implements the attack type φ4 . Based on φ4 ’s
decomposition, it also precisely captures the knowledge that
an attacker x must gain from the target system.
Analysis. Formalizing attacks using cyber attack theory explicitly reveals that many information parameters in
the return-to-libc attack remain static and only delta mmap
changes. Additionally, delta mmap only has 16 bit randomness, which means its diversity (the size of its configuration/exploration space) is only 216 = 65, 536. The combination of static information parameters with a single dynamic information parameter leads to a limited exploration
space and thus supports the paper’s conclusion that 32 bit
ASLR is not effective for the return-to-libc attack [13]. A
switch to a 64 bit architecture would increase the diversity
of delta mmap to 232 = 4, 294, 967, 296, increasing the effectiveness of ASLR. However, we should note that making
static information parameters dynamic with sufficient diversity would do more to significantly increase the overall
diversity of the system, even for 32 bit architectures.

4.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper represents a second step toward our goal of
defining a complete theory for Moving Target Defenses. As
discussed previously [3, 18] the implementation of an effective MTD mechanism only makes sense in the context of a
specific threat model. The cyber attack theory presented
herein encourages MTD designers and researchers to formally specify and compose attack types to discover the exact system information parameters of interest and how they
interact with specific attacks, the attacker’s knowledge, and
the target system. Specification and analysis of attacks will
enable MTD designers to potentially ignore unrelated information parameters while focusing on those most critical,
dramatically limiting the scope and cost of MTD systems
without sacrificing effectiveness.
Although the relationship between attackers and targets
and configuration changes and their effect on various attacks
type is becoming evident, we have yet to formally link cyber
attack theory to MTD system theory. Our next step is to
formally define the relationships between these two theories
to produce a complete theory of MTD, which will support
formal specification of the interplay between high level attackers and system goals as well as the impact of different
types of adaptations on various types of attacks.
In [18], we motivated the need for a new definition of attack surface for MTD systems, which we have yet to define.

However, it seems clear that the attack surface must be related to the information parameters used by potential attack
types as well as the the target system itself. Clearly, if an
information parameter in the attack surface is a configuration parameter of the MTD system, it is highly likely that it
should be a candidate for diversification and randomization
via the MTD system.
In Section 2.5 we showed how, when attempting to gain
the value of a set of information parameters, an MTD systems can force attackers to expend an exponential effort as
opposed to the linear effort required in static systems [1].
The key to this result in MTD systems is forcing attackers
to continually go back and regain information parameter values that have been changed by the MTD system. However,
this result also underlies the need to know exactly which configuration parameters are the most important to disrupting
attacks. This can only be determined by formally capturing
the possible MTD configuration parameters and the attacks
they are attempting to stop.
Hobson et,al. [3] claim that measuring unpredictability in
MTD systems is mathematically possible if both the threat
and the attack surface can be adequately quantified. In [17],
we proposed an analytical model for analyzing the effectiveness of MTD systems that, when combined with MTD
System Theory and Cyber Attack Theory, can be enhanced
to provide a more fine grained model to show the interaction between key MTD parameters such as Ta , Pstatic , the
attack surface, the configuration space and adaptation interval. The model will allow MTD designers to see how
different parameter settings will impact security in terms of
intrusion success likelihood and would be a powerful tool
that will allow MTD designers to make trade-off decisions
when implementing such systems.

5.

RELATED WORK

Various approaches to modeling attacks and threats have
been proposed within different areas of security. For instance, in knowledge sharing, Moore et al. [9] emphasize
the need to better learn from previous attack data. Thus
they propose a structured and reusable way to document
information- security attacks that will allow security analysts to identify commonly occurring patterns derived from
real attack data. On the other hand, Steffan and Schumacher [15] propose a method that combines a graph- based
attack modeling technique (attack net) with a Web- based
collaboration tool (WikiWeb) to improve knowledge sharing
and collaboration between security experts.
Schneier [12] advances the idea of attack trees, a formal,
methodical way of describing the security of systems, based
on varying attacks. An attack is represented in a tree structure, whose root is the attack goal and whose leaves branches
are different ways of achieving that goal. Further, Çamtepe
and Yener [2] propose a formal methodology, based on attack trees, for network attack modeling and detection. They
extend the attack trees to include attack expiration time and
temporal dependencies between components.
In the attack graph space, Jajodia et al. [6] proposed
an innovative approach to proactive cyber security via attack graphs called Topological Vulnerability Analysis, which
combines vulnerabilities as real attackers might, uncovering all attack paths through a network based on scanning
data. Further, to determine the security impact of software
vulnerabilities on a network, Ou et al. [11] introduced Mul-

Table 2: Attack Type φ4 Decomposition
Type
φ4.1
φ4.2
φ4.3

Ωpre
ψdP .mmap base 6= ψdx .mmap base
P
ψdx .mmap base = ψdP .mmap base ∧ ψdx .usleep of f set 6= ψdP .usleep of f set
P
P
x
ψd .mmap base = ψdP .mmap base ∧ ψdx .usleep of f set = ψdP .usleep of f set ∧
P
P
ψdx .delta mmap 6= ψdP .delta mmap

Ωpost
hψdx .mmap base , ψdP .mmap base i
P
hψdx .usleep of f set , ψdP .usleep of f set i
P
x
hψd .delta mmap , ψdP .delta mmap i
P

P

VAL, an end-to-end framework and reasoning system that
conducts multi- host, multi-stage vulnerability analysis on a
network. Moreover, Ingols et al. [5] proposed NetSPA, which
can rapidly build a multiple-prerequisite graph that enables
defenders to quickly evaluate their network’s security. More
recently, Kordy et al. [7] published a comprehensive survey
on attack and defense modeling approaches that are based
on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
While some of the proposed approaches can complement
our work, this paper defines key concepts that support a
precise discussion of attacker knowledge, attack goals, attack types, and attack instances in the context of a dynamic
target system. These concepts will allow us to precisely
compare and contrast approaches such as those discussed.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a theory of cyber attacks, a critical step towards understanding and analyzing moving target
defenses. We introduced a new concept called information
parameters that supported the information- based definitions of target systems and attacker’s knowledge. We also
used information parameters to define the concepts of attack
type, attack instance, and exploration space. To enhance the
understanding of our theory, we presented a mission planning system scenario and showed how cyber attack theory
can support the analysis of such attacks using a real world
return-to-libc attack example.
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